
Comórtas Cispheile na Gaeltachta 2023
The first ever Comórtas Cispheile na Gaeltachta in Leitir Móir’s Sportlann Naomh Anna
proved to be a big success with some 70 young hoop stars from various corners of the
Connemara Gaeltacht competing to be part of the inaugural winning team.

After a fantastic day of competition with teams featuring a mix of players from all of the
various areas participating, the names on the winning team were Micheál Ó Gráinne, Cian
Seoighe,, Michael Cunningham Smyth, Ben McLoughlin, Padraic Óg Mac Donnacha,
Oisin Silke, Fiach Silke and Keelan McDonnacha who held on for a narrow win in a
dramatic final decided by a single basket.

The day was about much more than crowning a champion team however as players from
different clubs and schools had the opportunity to meet, socialise and play together
through Irish.

A skills session in the morning for all the players, led by coaches from Cumann Cispheile
Mhaigh Cuilinn and Cumann Cispheile na nGael, was followed by the all important ‘draft’
where eight teams were selected, mixing together players from the different clubs and
schools with the aim of having a well balanced ‘blitz’ style tournament.

With game after game decided by just a few baskets, everyone certainly got their wish
and a thoroughly enjoyable day of cracking games came to a head with “Team Wilt” and
“Team Dirk” emerging as group winners and a berth in the grand final.

In a contest befitting the day that had preceded it, Team Wilt prevailed but only after an
enthralling back and forth game that hung in the balance right to the final buzzer.

It was a fair reflection of what had been a really excellent display of top basketball skills
all day long with plenty of future stars of Galway basketball on show.

Just as importantly, the occasion gave all involved a great opportunity to use and see the
Irish language in the context of a day of basketball and great fun was had in particular by
those who perhaps do not have the opportunity or confidence to use the language on a
regular basis. The penalty free throw awarded against a player for the use of English was
taken in great spirit by the players in particular who engaged with the ethos of the day
much to their credit.



It is hoped that, with the first Comórtas Cispheile na Gaeltachta now in the books, this
competition can become a regular feature on the basketball calendar and be widened so
as to feature more than just Galway Gaeltacht players.

Both Cumann Cispheile Mhaigh Cuilinn and Cumann Cispheile na nGael, who jointly
organised the day, paid particular tribute to Glór na nOileán, Gaeilge Mhaigh Cuilinn and
Pobal Rua who were a tremendous support in making the day possible.








